Recent attempts have been made to utilise social media platforms, such as Twitter, to provide early warning and monitoring of health threats in populations (i.e. Internet biosurveillance). It has been shown in the literature that a system based on keyword matching that exploits social media messages could report flu surveillance well ahead of the Centers of Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). However, we argue that a simple keyword matching may not capture semantic interpretation of social media messages that would enable healthcare experts or machines to extract and leverage medical knowledge from social media messages. In this paper, we motivate and describe a new task that aims to tackle this technology gap by extracting semantic interpretation of medical terms mentioned in social media messages, which are typically written in layman's language. Achieving such a task would enable an automatic integration between the data about direct patient experiences extracted from social media and existing knowledge from clinical databases, which leads to advances in the use of community health experiences in healthcare services.
INTRODUCTION
A social media platform, e.g. Twitter 1 and DailyStrength 2 , is one of the key elements of a smart city's knowledge infrastructure, from which the communications among citizens could be leveraged in order to enhance the citizens' quality of life [13, 14] . Existing studies have used the Twitter social media platform as a source for retrieving and monitoring real-world events [18, 19, 29] . The insights mined from social media platforms could be leveraged to enhance different aspects of a smart urban environment, such as safety & security, transportation and public health surveillance [10, 13, 14, 29] . For example, Sakaki et al. [29] used Twitter as a social sensor for reporting earthquakes in Japan.
Public health surveillance is one aspect of urban informatics that has the potential to enhance the population's quality of life [4, 11] . Indeed, a social media platform is a potentially rich source of the voice of the patient data about experience in healthcare (e.g. benefits and side-effects of drugs and treatments for particular diseases) [23] . Leveraging such information from social media would enable the detection of timely health signals from the voice of the patient. For example, flu surveillance using social media messages can detect outbreaks faster than the system of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), which relies on outpatient reports [31] . In this paper, we argue that discussions in social media platforms are useful sources of medical insights about direct experience of patients with healthcare. However, automatically extracting these medical insights from social media messages is challenging, because of the lexical and grammatical variability of the language [3, 15, 23] . Specifically, social media messages are typically abbreviated, ambiguous and informal. In this work, we introduce the task of medical concept coding for social media messages, where a medical concept coding system aims to identify the mentions of health information, such as conditions, treatments, medications and behaviours written in layman's language in social media messages, and map them to medical concepts in standard ontologies such as SNOMED-CT [33] and UMLS Metathesaurus 3 . The development of such a system is one of the objectives of our SIPHS project (Semantic Interpretation of Personal Health messages for generating public health summaries) that aims to develop an intelligence system for exploiting the voice of the patient data in medical research.
We envisage that such a medical concept coding system would enable a machine to understand and make inferences on health information (e.g. diseases and treatments) discussed in social media platforms, which would lead to an enhanced quality of population's health. In particular, such a system allows the voice of the patient data to be automatically integrated with existing clinical databases, and hence be used for different applications of Internet bio-surveillance, such as early alerting of adverse drug reactions in populations and infectious disease surveillance [10, 23] .
In this paper, we describe the medical concept coding task, the challenges it poses and its relation to current research in information retrieval (IR) and natural language processing (NLP). Indeed, the remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 defines the medical concept coding task. Section 3 describes the construction of a dataset for evaluating a medical concept coding system. In Section 4, we discuss possible baseline approaches. Finally, we provide concluding remarks in Section 5.
TASK DEFINITION
The medical concept coding task aims to enable machines to recognise medical concepts discussed in particular social media messages. Indeed, language understanding by machines requires the ability to recognise when a text refers to a particular medical concept [15] . Given a variable length text, an effective concept coding system should return medical concepts mentioned in the text. For example, a text 'heart disease' may be mapped to medical concept 'Cardiovascular disease' (SNOMED ID: 266894000) when using the SNOMED-CT ontology. In the context of medical records search, recent studies (e.g. [16, 17, 27] ) have shown that representing medical records and queries in terms of medical concepts is more effective than a traditional bag-of-words representation.
Although medical concept coding systems exist for clinical and scientific texts (e.g. MetaMap 4 [2] and cTAKES 5 [30] ), medical concept coding for social media messages is a more challenging task because of the unique characteristics of social media messages. Indeed, social media messages are normally short, ambiguous and de-contextualised, while also containing slang and evolving vocabularies [28] . In addition, social media messages are typically posted in layman's language rather than in a formal medical language used in medical literatures and description of medical concepts in medical ontologies (e.g. UMLS and SNOMED-CT) [15] . Table 1 shows examples of the mappings between social media messages and their corresponding medical concepts in the SNOMED-CT ontology, which are annotated by a PhD-level computational linguist. From these examples, we observe the use of non-standard language and abbreviation, such as gettin, 2nite, OMG and OCD. In addition, as shown in Table 1 , the lexical similarity between terms in social media messages and in the descriptions of their corresponding medical concepts is rather low. For instance, there is no matched term between a social media message 'No way I'm gettin any sleep 2nite' and the description of its corresponding concept 'Insomnia' (SNOMED ID: 193462001). With these unique characteristics, existing medical concept coding systems may not be effective. Hence, there is a need for the development of a medical concept coding system that is specialised for social media messages.
We model this task as a ranking task, where a medical concept coding system ranks medical concepts based on their similarity with a given social media message. This enables the use of well-established IR evaluation measures for assessing the performance of a medical concept coding system. Initially, we use precision at cut-off 1 (i.e. Precision@1) and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) [6] for evaluation. Precision@1 is a more strict measure, where a system is awarded a score only when it ranks the relevant concept at the top. Meanwhile, MRR is based on a user model where the user wants to see only one relevant concept (i.e. the reciprocal of the rank at which the first relevant concept is viewed in the ranking). For instance, MRR = 0.5 if the first mapped concept is wrong but the second is correct.
DATASET CONSTRUCTION
In this section, we discuss how we construct a dataset for developing and evaluating a medical concept coding system for social media messages. In order to construct a largescale dataset, we use social media messages (i.e. tweets) from the Twitter social media platform, which has been used for several different applications (e.g. real-time identification of earthquakes [29] , detection and retrieval of realworld events [18, 19] and pharmacovigilance [23] ).
We collect tweets using the Twitter Streaming API 6 . In particular, using the Streaming API, we filter only tweets related to Internet bio-surveillance (as demonstrated by the mentioning of keywords related to health information e.g. diseases and treatments). We highlight two important challenges for filtering tweets. Firstly, different terms can be used to refer to a particular medical concept. Hence infor-mation filtering techniques such as [1] could be adopted to enhance recall. Secondly, assuming that we have a set of possible keywords for the medical concept of interests, variant forms that include incorrect spellings (e.g. influanza instead of influenza) might not be captured. We deal with this by adapting the approach of [26] . In addition, we remove spam from the collected tweets as suggested in [9] . For privacy concerns, the remaining tweets are anonymised by replacing numbers, user IDs, URIs, locations, email addresses, dates and drug names with appropriate tokens, such as NUM-BER , DRUG . The anonymised tweets are then annotated by at least two biomedical linguists to identify medical concepts and the span of their mentions in the tweets. The annotators are asked to look for mentions of medical concepts related to Internet bio-surveillance, as well as the sentiment of the tweets regarding the identified medical concepts. We use SNOMED-CT as a reference ontology when annotating the tweets. The agreement among the annotators are measured using Cohen's kappa [5] . The development of this dataset is ongoing; however, we plan to make it (including both tweet IDs and their annotations) publicly available in the near future.
There exist datasets for evaluating medical concept coding systems for medical documents (e.g. BioCreative [37] , I2B2 [35] and CLEF ShARE [34] ). However, they focused on only medical documents, such as clinical records and medical articles, rather than social media messages. Meanwhile, O'Conner et al. [23] introduced a dataset of tweets related to adverse drug reaction (ADR). This ADR dataset contains only 1,008 tweets mentioning medical concepts. In addition, it focuses on adverse drug reaction, which is only one aspect of the Internet bio-surveillance.
BASELINE APPROACHES
Next, we discuss possible baseline approaches. Existing studies (e.g. [7, 8, 36] ) mostly focused on extracting medical concepts from medical documents. For example, Gobbel et al. [8] proposed a naive Bayesian-based technique to map phrases from clinical notes to medical concepts in the SNOMED-CT ontology. Wang et al. [36] identified medical concepts regarding adverse drug events in electronic medical records. However, it was shown that existing NLP techniques performed poorly when dealing with Twitter messages, because of compressed nature of tweets [28] .
O'Connor et al. [23] investigated the extraction of medical terms from Twitter messages. In particular, they proposed to use the Lucene retrieval engine 7 to retrieve medical concepts that could be potentially mapped to a given Twitter message, when mapping between Twitter messages and medical concepts. Nevertheless, as previously shown in Table 1 , the lexicon of medical concepts mentioned in tweets is likely to be different from that of the description of medical concepts in a standard ontology. Therefore, such an approach may not be effective.
Recent advances in the development of techniques for learning high-quality word vector representations (i.e. distributed word representations), such as continuous bags of words (CBOW)
8 [21] and global vectors (GloVe) 9 [25] , enable a machine to capture semantic similarity between words. In-deed, these distributed word representations have been effectively applied in different systems that achieve state-ofthe-art performances for several NLP tasks, such as sentiment analysis [32] , machine translation [20] and named entity recognition [24] . Therefore, assuming that distributed word representations could bridge the semantic similarity gap between terms used in layman description of medical concepts in social media messages and terms used in the formal description of medical concepts in a medical ontology, a possible effective baseline is to rank medical concepts based on the similarity between the learned distributed word representations of a given tweet and the description of each medical concept.
Another research direction for tackling the medical concept coding task is to use statistical machine translation (MT) techniques. Phrase-based MT models (e.g. [12, 22] ) have been shown to be effective in translation between languages, as they learn local term dependencies, such as collocations, re-orderings, insertions and deletions. Koehn et al. [12] showed that a phrase-based MT technique markedly outperformed traditional word-based MT techniques on several benchmarks. A medical concept coding system may use a phrase-based MT technique to translate from Twitter language (e.g. 'No way I'm gettin any sleep 2nite') to formal medical language (e.g. 'insomnia'), when mapping a tweet to a medical concept.
CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced a medical concept coding task that aimed to create semantic interpretation of social media messages. In particular, the task is to map health information in social media messages to medical concepts in a medical ontology. Achieving this task will enable a machine to understand and reason about health of population from the voice of the patient, and hence lead to their improved health quality.
We also showed that, however, medical concept coding for social media messages was challenging, due to the unique characteristics of social media messages, which were typically short, de-contextualised, ambiguous, and often contained slang, as well as evolving vocabularies. In addition, we detailed our construction of a large-scale dataset using social media messages collected from Twitter. Moreover, we discussed possible baseline approaches that could be applied to tackle this coding task, and the challenges to be overcome, which could stimulate further research.
